FROM KORONGATA TO TUHIKARAMEA by Ken Baldridge
(MPHS Conference, 21-22, 2008, Laie, Hawaii)
Sidney J, Ottley was a young carpenter in Murray, Utah, when he was called by the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints to service a mission in New Zealand. With three other missionaries
he arrived in Auckland, December 2, 1912, and was immediately assigned to teach at a little mission
primary school in Korongata, near Hastings, in Hawke's Bay. He had no previous teaching
experience and later remembered that he had never planned on acquiring any. But the Mormon
Church had been operating small schools such as this as early as 1886 and this is where mission
president Orson D. Romney felt he was needed. By the time of Elder Ottley arrival Mormon
missionaries had been conducting classes with some degree of regularity at five other areas on the
North Island. By the end of 1914, however, the Mormon primary school had ceased operation and
the Church's educational interests were concentrated on the new secondary school recently opened
in Hawke's Bay.
The idea of a boarding school for LOS Maori boys dated back at least to April, 1904, largely
because local leaders felt they were losing members to the churches which were sponsoring
boarding schools which the boys were almost forced to attend in order to get a secondary
education.
Six months later, missionaries were scouting the Hawkes Bay area for land which might be
suitable for the location of the proposed school and by November, 1907, mission president Rufus K.
Hardy was negotiating for 130 acres at Korongata. Then, in April, 1911, word was received from the
First Presidency of the Church to proceed and construction was underway by mid-November. In
addition to a dormitory of twenty-seven bedrooms - each equipped for two or three boys- and six
bathrooms, a kitchen, and dining room; the other major structure included the chapel and four
classrooms. The dedication was scheduled to take place during the annual hui tau, or mission
conference, traditionally held during the first week in April and this year scheduled for the new
school site.
For the five months preceding the conference the new principal, John Johnson, and
President Romney traveled throughout much of New Zealand stirring up enthusiasm for the new
school and encouraging the members to send their young sons to the college. They spoke at Church
gatherings and were quite willing to travel far afield seeking pupils. They worked primarily in
North Island among the principle concentrations of Mormons but one early sortie took them to the
northern fringe of South Island. At the little Maori village of Whangarai on Croiselles Harbor
between French Pass and Nels on the two met with a handful of Mormons and here persuaded John
and Wetekia Elkington to send their son James, a tall, serious lad of fourteen, away to Hawkes Bay
as the fourth entrant on the registration list.
Finally all was ready. Nearly 2,000 people gathered at Korongata, for the three-day hui tau
beginning April 4, 1913. Another 1,000 visitors journeyed out from Hastings and Napier on the 6th
to witness the actual dedication of the Maori Agricultural College, or M.A.C., as it quickly became
identified.
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Classes began immediately, April 7, 1913, with approximately forty pupils enrolled and
fourth teachers. Rodney C. Allred, a professional teacher from America, handled the agriculture and
manual training classes and supervised the college farm as well. Eva Johnson, wife of Professor
Johnson and a trained musician, taught all the music classes and conducted the choir. The other
classes were taught by Johnson and missionary Sidney J. Ottley who had been transferred from the
primary school next door in Korongata to teach at the college and live in the dorm as overseer. To
keep the costs as low as possible the boys paid no tuition and the dormitory fees did not even cover
to food consumed by the pupils. A boy's uniform of blue knickers and long stockings cost
approximately $7; the cost of books averaged about the same.
The pupils, many of them out of the back blocks for the first time in their lives, were
expected to sweep the floors, make their own beds, and carry out most of the normal household
chores with which any institution is involved.
The students were expected to take care of the entire campus. This they did, but probably
no part of their venue showed the effects of their efforts as much as their own rooms in the
dormitory. The two or three boys assigned to each room each had their own responsibility of
sweeping, dusting, or other chores. They polished their floors vigorously and then to avoid scuffing
the hard-won shine they not only removed their shoes in the rooms but some even used pads on
which to slide around in the stockinged feet. As an incentive for cleanliness, prizes were award for
various periods to those having the best-kept rooms.
Following morning chores, classes, broken by a noon-day meal, lasted until early afternoon.
Regular working assignments or sports activities lasted until dinner time when they ate in the
common dining room. They studied in the large reading room until nine o'clock after which they
closed their day's activities with a song and prayer before going to bed.
Naturally enough, the farm proved to be one of the most significant elements in the school
named for its interest in agriculture. In addition to its function as a laboratory for the development
of agricultural expertise the 13 0-acre plat also provided most of the food for the college as well as
added income from the sale of surplus vegetables, fruit, grain, and livestock.
The boys worked on the farm both as part of their class-related work experience and also as
part of their regular chores. The duty of milking cows was studiously avoided by most of those who
had previous experience in this activity. One lad who had determined he was not going to admit
possessing the skill reported the following conversation with a teacher who was trying to get him
properly scheduled: '"Can you milk?' and I said, 'No.' 'Well,' he said, 'you get down to the cow barn
and learn."' However, after he learned that he was going to paid ten shillings weekly for the
assignment he was quite happy with arrangements.
In addition to caring for the dormitories and working on the farm the pupils had more
pleasant diversions through occasional cultural and sporting events. Student activities were limited
somewhat that first year although from the beginning, the college catered to the athletic interests of
the sports-loving Maori boys. In addition to rugby, athletics and wrestling, the games of baseball
and basketball-introduced by the American missionaries-also proved popular, and several teams
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were organized the first year. There were, as yet, no teams organized for the inter-school
competition in Hawke's Bay that was to become such a significant part of M.A.C. life in later years.
Mrs. Eva Johnson, an accomplished pianist, presented concerts in the college chapel that
attracted sizable crowds from Napier and Hastings. She set the standard for the outstanding
musical program of M.A.C. over the years to come, a program that received added momentum when
the American-trained Maori musician, Walter Smith, arrived in November, 1913.
Smith was raised in Nuhaka and had gone to America as a child with his uncle, Hirini
Whaanga, where he herded sheep in between attempts to complete his education. Exposure to the
snow and dampness of an Idaho farm hospitalized him for three years rheumatism where, confined
to his bed, he spent eight hours daily practicing the guitar, mandolin, and banjo. After his discharge
from the hospital he married and traveled widely with a Polynesian musical group before being
asked to teach music at M.A.C. He and his wife accepted and after a twenty-year absence, returned
to New Zealand in time to prepare the program marking the end of the first year of operation of the
school. This began an association that was to provide the college not only with outstanding inhouse entertainment but a public-relations and recruiting tool that was to endure for many years.
Calling upon his American experience in musical showmanship Smith proceeded to put
M.A.C. square in the public eye-and ear. He organized a marching band that performed at parades
and shows and in company with the orchestra and glee club, the band gave patriotic programs
throughout Hawke's Bay and offered concerts throughout North Island. The war years provided
many opportunities for community service, primarily in giving concerts either for wounded
servicemen or in fund-raising activities for patriotic societies and other community organizations.
Smith was released from his teaching mission in late November, 1917, and for the next
decade various faculty members filled in to keep the program going. The department hit full stride
again when Elder Richard Marsh, like Smith a transplanted Maori, arrived at M.A.C. in January,
1927. He soon had a full program underway with a string orchestra, a dance orchestra outfitted in
tuxedos, a glee club, and a twenty-six piece marching band. Marsh remained until 1929 and reestablished the musical reputation of the college, a reputation recognized in a monograph prepared
for the New Zealand Teachers' Summer School in 1931 which stated "The college band and
orchestra have probably done more to make the college known than any other of its activities."
A skeptical M.A.C. "old boy" might question this emphasis on music at M.A.C., thinking
instead the prowess of the college in sports was a more noteworthy achievement. In only the third
year of the school, the 1916 team was to create a considerable impact in the rugby of Hawke's Bay.
The squad roared through an undefeated season, soundly trouncing runner-up Napier High School
Old Boys 25-0 while gathering more victories during the season than the next two teams combined.
Although the new school was yet in its infancy, it succeeded in capturing the Hawke's Bay
championship three years in a row-1916, 1917, 1918 - losing only one game in the process, quite
an achievement for a school less than six years old.

It was in 1921. However, that the school hit its stride in rugby. When Eru Tengaio returned
for his fourth year at M.A.C. in 1921 he was accompanied by a fifteen-year old friend from Wairoa.
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His mate, a strong-looking lad named George Nepia, was actually enroute to Te Aute, a highly
respected Anglican school a few miles farther south. The pair had traveled together by sea from
Wairoa to Napier and covered the fifteen miles to Hastings by train. George was handing Eru's bags
out the window to him but the thought of being separated proved too much. As Nepia later recalled,
"All of a sudden the whistle goes and, well, I was homesick by this time. I grabbed hold of my bags
and tore out of the carriage ... .''
And thus, at Te Aute's expense, M.A.C. gained its most famous personality. The next day at
footbaU practice, George Nepia met Lui Paewai of Dannevirke and soon the two had formed an
outstanding combination at the two five-eighths positions.
Curiously, Nepia later credited an American missionary-teacher at M.A.C. wi.th providing
him with the inspiration and the knowledge that led to two of his greatest rugby assets: his
powerful ldck and his devastating tackle. Elder Erwin V. Moser, 6'2" and about 210 pounds, became
the coach at M.A.C. the same year Nepia arrived. A boxer and wrestler, he kept the boys at a
strenuous training regimen. Although unfamiliar with rugby he had played American gridiron
football and, according to Nepia, could throw a football farther than most men could kick it. As
young Nepia saw the ball spiraling fifty to sixty yards through the air he thought of how valuable a
similar kick would be. He began staying back after practice - often missing his evening meal - and
with teammates Lui Paewai and Tipi Kopua began working on his spiral kick. After much practice
he perfected himself with both feet and continued to develop over the next three years. He was still
an M.A.C. school boy when his kick gained national attention at the first 1924 All-Black trial in
Wellington. Rugby journalist Winston McCarthy described the incident:
The toast of the match was Nepia. He thrilled the crowd from the moment he.first received the
bal/ .. .[and he] put a hefty right boot behind it. There were gasps from the crowd as it soared up and up
until it seemed the size of a golf ball ...And when he repeated the feat a couple of minutes later, but with
his LEFT foot, there wouldn't have been a selector game enough to leave him out of a team-he would
have been lynched.

Although Moser's contribution to Nepia in this instance was primarily inspiration and
opportunity, the future All Black's tackle was a direct outgrowth of the American missionary's
gridiron training. As a defe nder, Nepia was game enough but he confesses to getting knocked
around considerably as a result of his somewhat imperfect technique. Moser worked with him
tirelessly, teaching him drive into his man low, and with eyes open. He taught his willing pupil-the
coach, himself serving as the target-to hit waist-high for the first tackle with his shoulder in the
ball-carrier's stomach. Subsequent tackles he advised, "to avoid an elbow on the head," would best
be made below the knees.
While at M.A.C. Nepia and Paewai continued to represent not only the school but also played
on the outstanding provincial teams of Hawkes Bay, then considered the football capital during the
"Golden Twenties" of football, an era unique in New Zealand rugby. There was no doubt but that the
school boys of M.A.C. were involved in big-time competition.
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Nepia and Paewai, both fast and aggressive, were selected to tour Australia in 1923 with the
New Zealand Maori team, but Nepia missed out when he returned to M.A.C. for his clothes and
Principal Leo B. Sharp refused to let him go because he was too young! A more fortunate Paewai
had arranged to get his clothes at his Dannevirke home and be picked up en route.
They both continued at M.A.C., however, until 1924, when - still school boys-they were
selected to tour England, a tour in which Nepia played in all twenty-eight games which the
"lnvincibles" completed undefeated to establish themselves as one of the great rugby teams of all
times.
With the exception of Professor Johnson's son, Earl, there was no non-Maori students
present at M.A.C. that first year, but in 1914, little Cyril Going came down from the Northland
community of Maromaku. His parents, one of the very few European families in the Church at the
time, had been baptized in 1893, about five years before he was born. He had been associated with
Maoris all his life and experienced no difficulty at all in adjusting to virtually an all-Maori situation.
The following year two pakeha cousins from Auckland enrolled at the college and from that time on,
there were usually one or two European present.
Although the original student body was entirely Maori-with the exceptions noted - other
ethnic groups were soon represented. Non-Maori enrollment - mostly Samoan and Tonganclim bed to 40% in the mid-twenties, and closed out in 1930 with 20% of the pupils recording
countries other than New Zealand as the lands of birth. Students from Tahiti, Hawaii, and even
Papua New Guinea were found on the rolls.
In the mid-1920s under the leadership of principal Albert E. Sells, a concerted effort was
made by moth mission and school officials to secure government recognition of the M.A.C., largely
to gain th e financial assistance such recognition provided. This was to be an on-going battle for the
rest of the decade as Sells and otJ1ers tried to get changes in the curriculum as well as more teachers
with academic degrees to meet the demands of the New Zealand government.
Attempts were continued to bring M.A.C. more closely into line with traditional New
Zealand educational practices. To help implement this, in 1930 faculty member Robert Hodge was
named as the first New Zealand head of the school. Hodge, a convert to Mormonism and unmarried,
took over in July when principal Ariel Ballif and his family returned to the United States after three
years of service. Hodge continued the battle for governmental recognition, unfortunately with little
success.
At the same time, Church leaders in Salt Lake City were taking a serious look at the role of
the Mormon Church in education. By th_is time most of the Church-owned academies had been
d.isposed of and in 1927 the Church mission school in Laie, Hawaii, had been turned over to the
Territorial government.
The quality of New Zealand education, the high cost of maintaining the school and the lack
of governmental recognition contributed to a decision by The First Presidency to close the school
down, probably by the end of 1931. However, before these men, regarded as prophets of God by
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faithful Latter-day Saints, made their final decision, God himself-according to those who blame
Him for all natural disasters - took matters into His own hands.
It was Tuesday morning, February 3, 1931, when New Zealand's greatest natural disaster
occurred. From its epicenter in the mountains a few miles northwest of Na pier, the earthquake
struck just a few minutes before eleven, killing 256 people in Napier, Hastings, and Wairoa. Since
M.A.C. was not scheduled to open until the following week, most of the boys were still away on
holiday although some, mostly Pacific Islanders, were on campus.
The majority of the boys rallied quickly from the frightening experience. Principal Robert
Hodge called them together to take roll call and said, "Well, we're needed in Hastings." Smoke and
dust were visible from the college and most of the boys volunteered to make the five-mile trip over
the badly-cracked road to do what they could to help.
The M.A.C. boys were organized into teams under their monitors and were immediately
pressed into service. Some boarded trucks to gather beds and bedding; others collected dressings
and medical supplies. The biggest task, however, was recovering bodies and taking them to the
temporary morgue set up at the YMCA.
Monitor James Southon and his small crew of boys were assigned to dig into the ruins of
Hastings' big public library. They carried several bodies outside and then found a badly-dazed man
with his shattered foot caught in a mass of boards and bricks. His foot was completely smashed, and
only skin remained to hold him captive. He was finally pulled out, leaving his boot and his useless
foot behind.
The boys worked with nothing more than their hands and experienced many heartbreaking incidents. Some of them knew the girls who were trapped in the rubble of a four-story
brick building, formerly one of Hastings' largest and now one of the most completely flattened. They
tried to get to one young lady but big concrete slabs blocked their way. Meanwhile flames from a
nearby service station were getting closer. The rescue team soon saw further attempts were futile,
... so the only other thing the doctor did was to put a syringe on a long apparatus-I don't
know what it was; it looked to me like a bamboo or a pipe or something-then he shot this serum of
some sort-morphine or whatever-which, of course, put her right out and that was it...it was mercy.

Compared to the damage done in Hastings, M.A.C. got off lightly. No building collapsed, but
the walls of the dormitory were weakened and two other building were shaken to such an extent
that several pieces of masonry had fallen and further occupancy was deemed unwise.
Many of the boys realized immediately that their M.A.C. days were over. Some Latter-day
Saints accepted it as the fulfillment of a prophecy made by mission president John E. Magleby that
the school would be taken away unless the pupils and/or the Church members in New Zealand
changed their ways. The enrollment had dropped to thirty-five in 1930 and lack of local support of
the college is often cited as a possible cause of divine displeasure.
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Of course, the onset of the Great Depression in 1929 would possibly have affected the 1930
enrollment although there had been unemployment problems in New Zealand since the winter of
1926. But, whatever the reasons, the number of new students joining the school was inadequate to
offset those who did not return and perhaps here is the justification for one scholar's final
indictment, "Constant urging and admonitions fell on deaf ear-the Maori Saints as a whole failed to
give any real support to the college."
Nor was the New Zealand government particularly sympathetic to the plight of the Church.
Although plans for sitting the external government examinations had been discussed, these had not
yet been implemented and the commercial world was reluctant to place much credence in such an
unknown commodity as an American-style graduation diploma issued after four years of postprimary schooling.
Today, few people are aware that the First Presidency's plan to close the school had been
announced to President John Magleby four months before the calamity occurred. The earthquake,
however, hastened the end and thus-in the eyes of most New Zealand Saints - the institution
experienced its demise as a result of one of nature's great cataclysms rather than the more
mundane reasons of economic stress and educational redundancy.
At the time of the earthquake the college consisted of only approximately 5 5 acres,
including 10 acres on which the buildings actually stood. Some of the Church members in the
vicinity were quite anxious to obtain land at the college site, build new homes and move from their
existing accommodations. That has proved to be the case.
It has been over three-quarters of a century since the Maori Agricultural College passed out
of existence. We need to ask at this point, just what impact its brief tenure had upon history in
general and upon the lives of those associated with the institution. Compared to the influence of its
neighboring school, Te Aute, the national impact might be considered negligible. New Zealand, of
course, benefitted by the development of young men who were generally considered assets to their
communities, Matthew Cowley, mission president from 1938 to 1945, often told the story of how
the M.A.C. old boys were regarded .
... as I went around among the native people, I discovered that the leaders of the native race
are the young men who learned at the feet of the Mormon elders at the Maori Agricultural College. I
went to a large gathering which was under the supervision of the outstanding statesman of New
Zealand of either race-a very brilliant man {identified in other sources as Sir Apirana Ngata]. And I
noticed at that great gathering the entire committee in charge of all the affairs ... were graduates or
former students of the Maori Agricultural College. I went to another conference, and there it was the
same thing, and I asked the reason why they always got these M.A.C. "Old Boys" looking after these
gatherings. The supervisor said "They have something my own boys do not have. They have something
that they do not get where I went to school. Besides that," he said, 'you can always depend on them in
their canteens, turning in the right amount of money. You know that they are not going to get drunk
and run away from their business. You know they will not burn down the unit with their matches and
cigarettes. You can always depend on them"
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Was M.A.C. then a waste? Can the expenditure of several thousand American dollars for the
somewhat questionably-regarded education of under 600 young men over an eighteen-year period
be thought of as financially responsible? The subjects themselves certainly feel that their education
was very worthwhile. I interviewed thirty-one old boys in New Zealand, Tonga, Samoa, and the
United States in the 1970s-about 50 per cent of those still alive at the time - only one refused to
discuss his M.A.C. experiences and the others were not only willing, but eager to talk over what to
most of them had been among the social, spiritual, and academic highlights of their lives.
Almost without exception, the former students gave highest marks for their religious
instruction. Nostalgia aside, these men seemed to feel that the greatest benefits to them came as a
result of their compulsory attendance at devotional assemblies and religion classes. Those spiritual
advantages with which the students feel they were provided proved to be the same advantages that
aided the sponsoring institution. Even while the M.A.C. was in operation the Church in New Zealand
instituted a practice of calling young men on six-month missions during which time they would be
assigned to preach the gospel ofJesus Christ and the tenets of Mormonism in various parts of the
country. Nearly all of these were pupils assigned as soon as they completed their schooling at
Korongata. As they matured they were called to positions of responsibility as presidents of the
branches and districts in the mission and as leaders of the various auxiliary organizations
established to meet the needs to the children and the young people of the Church. The cadre of
Mormon leadership for over four decades was molded at M.A.C.
Perhaps the significance of the leadership training was most dramatically felt during World
War II. In 1940, President Heber J. Grant directed New Zealand mission president Matthew Cowley
to send all the American missionaries back to the United States while he alone remained behind to
direct the affairs of the mission. This recall of leadership could have proved disastrous as 9,000
New Zealand Mormons floundered in disorganization. Instead, Cowley wisely called on the M.A.C.
"old boys" to hold the Church together, not only in New Zealand, but in Tonga, Samoa, and Tahiti
where former pupils served as branch presidents during and immediately after the war.
Admittedly, Mormon membership declined during the Cowley period, due in large part to the
absence of the American missionaries. One scholar claims, however, that the fact that the Church
survived at all "can in large measure be attribute to the energy of the Maori Agricultural College old
boys who kept the movement alive ..."
The old boys are all gone now - John Apiti was the last - but at the time of their interviews
in the 1970 they were still talking about "dear old M.A.C." almost as if it were one word. At Mormon
gatherings one could occasionally see an M.A.C. lapel pin or, until his death catch a glimpse of the
dark blue "Old Boys" blazer worn proudly by "Uncle Jim" Elkington.
Perhaps the major recognition of M.A.C. is given - often unknowingly - by students of
Church College of New Zealand, who still sing the old M.A.C. school song, the words of which have
been altered slightly for adaption by C.C.N.Z. And perhaps, for a school to which music meant so
much, that is not a bad way to be remembered.
Still, given the way in which M.A.C. had been forced to close down it is somewhat surprising
that less than two decades later serious steps were taken to replace it with another institution. My
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own guess is that the contributions of the M.A.C. "old boys" in holding the Church together during
the War and the support offered by Elder Matthew Cowley were major factors. Tumuaki Cowley, of
course, had been mission president from 1938 until 1945, was released just shortly before World
War II ended and within a month of arriving home was called to the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles
in October, 1945.
Having experienced the value of M.A.C., Elder Cowley encouraged his fellow apostles to
consider the construction of a school since he and the M.A.C. Old Boys Association were very much
in favor of it. President George Albert Smith was persuaded and when he set apart Gordon C. Young
as new mission president in 1948 assigned him to look for land for a new school. In 1949 he began
looking in earnest and centered his search in the Waikato area near Hamilton, about ninety miles
south of Auckland, New Zealand's largest city.
A major event occurred in 1950 when George R. Beisinger, a successful contractor in Salt
Lake City who had been one of Tumuaki Cowley's boys in the 1930s, was called to supervise the
Church's building program in the South Pacific. He was the guiding influence in LOS construction
there for ten years before being re-assigned to a similar task in England.
Although New Zealand land sales were still frozen since the war years, President Young,
with the cooperation of New Zealand government, was able to engineer the purchase of 215 acres
on Tuhikaramea road about five miles south Hamilton. The creation of Temple View had begun,
although it was to be a few years before that name was adopted.
Construction in post-war New Zealand was difficult with an acute shortage of most building
materials but by arranging with government to import cement, steel, machinery, and trucks from
the United States, permission was granted. The Church purchased timber land near Kaikohe in the
northern part of the country and soon finished lumber was also available.
Construction of the college community actually got under way in 1951 while a chapel
project was also in progress in Queen Street in Auckland. Bill Curnow, long-time Laie resident, was
involved in that, as well as members of the Elkington family. By this time, Sidney J. Ottley, one of the
original faculty members at M.A.C., was mission president and helped initiate the labor missionary
program at the 1952 hui tau. Ironically, the Church had difficulty hiring men to come work on the
projects for wages, but who were quite willing to answer a call to come work for no wages at all but
a stipend of ten shillings a week. In fact, Uncle Jim's son, John Elkington, was one the original labor
missionaries to take up residence alongside the "green house" on the building project where the
Mathew Cowley Building now sits. The "green house" was later relocated in what came to be called
"Camp" and served as the kai hall or dining room for the labor missionaries.
(Since there is to a panel on the labor mission program I'll forego any further mention of that.)
Finally, work on the college proper began toward the end of 1952 when construction of the
classrooms finally got started. Shortly after that, Wendell B. Mendenhall, president of the San
Joaquin Stake in California - the stake in which we lived-arrived in New Zealand with his wife to
visit their missionary son, Paul. He soon met Beisinger (Elder B. as he was called) and before long
was cooperating on an unofficial basis. As a stake president and former New Zealand missionary
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himself, he was capable and motivated to provide great assistance over the next two months before
returning to California. He arrived home and soon lined up eight men from San Joaquin Stake to go
to New Zealand to help out. Mendenhall was soon to get involved officially when Pres. McKay
appointed him chairman of the Church Building Committee.
Through 1953 most of the classroom blocks were started and the following year saw the six
dormitories were under way. By 19 54 construction had progressed far enough so that the annual
hui tau was held at the project at Tuhikaramea, which was not only the site of the college but the
hub of Church construction throughout the South Pacific.
Around that same time a curriculum committee was named to develop the academic
program for the school. This consisted of Beisinger, Ariel S. Ballif, soon to be called to replace
Sidney Ottley as mission president, Ray Olpin, president of the University of Utah, William C. Carr, a
transplanted Kiwi then teaching at Brigham Young University and Wi Pere Amaru, a Maori Latterday Saint then studying in America.
In 1957, however, President McKay appointed the Pacific Board of Education to oversee all
the schools in the Pacific Basin under the direction of Wendell Mendenhall, who now wore two hats
as head of the new board as well as continuing to head the Church Building Committee. These two
positions, incidentally, gave him constant access to President McKay, which eventually resulted in
some problems with Quorum of the Twelve.
Owen Cook had been a school administrator in Modesto, California part of the San Joaquin
Stake, where he had come to the attention of President Mendenhall. In 1957, Cook was in the Mt.
Diablo School District in California when Mendenhall asked him to go to work for the Pacific Board.
Rather than accept a salary, however, Dr. Cook said he would prefer to fulfill the assignment as a
Church calling. As an administrator in the Mt. Diablo district and later Long Beach he carried out his
professional duties during the week and Pacific Board responsibilities in what little free time he
had.
The college actually opened its doors in February, 1958, with a student body of 341 and a
faculty that was largely American under the leadership of Dr. Clifton Boyack. Many of the original
faculty members were flown to New Zealand while their families came later aboard ship. In fact,
after teaching classes, the faculty usually got involved in helping to complete the buildings in
preparation for the dedication by President McKay in April, 1958.
Single-sex schools were very common in New Zealand and boarding schools were much
more prevalent than was the case in the US. However, the idea of a co-educational boarding school
was most unusual and caused considerable raising of eyebrows in educational circles throughout
the country. Staffing the school required serious negotiations with the government since New
Zealand was experiencing a shortage of professional teachers at the time. The agreement was that
most of the faculty would be brought in from American and the Yankees would not be allowed to
work during the summer months.
So CCNZ began in 1958, but the influence of the M.A.C. continued.
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Two years later, November 20, 1960, the Hawke's Bay Stake was organized. An American, J.
Alvin Higbee, was then supervising construction of Latter-day Saint chapels in the area and because
of his previous experience in ecclesiastical organization was called to be the first president of the
stake. He was soon replaced by the Mormon Church's first Polynesian stake president, James
Southon, former M.A.C. monitor and head prefect. He, in turn, was followed by Sidney Crawford,
another former monitor and outstanding athlete of M.A.C. Also, James Elkington, one of the original
students at M.A.C. was also one of the first in the labor mission program, and was also one of the
first staff members at CCNZ when he was appointed a dorm parent and later a faculty member.
So the history of LDS secondary education in New Zealand covered the eighteen-year period
from 1913 to 1931, then a gap of twenty-seven years to the beginning of CCNZ in 1958 which lasted
fifty years to 2008, a period of five years less than a century from the beginning of the first to the
end of the last. I feel very fortunate to have been a small part of that, an experience which our
family agrees was the defining moment of our lives.
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